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Abstract. In this paper a two-dimensional double diffusive natural convection system is 
considered. A mathematical model of heat and moisture transport driven by combined 
thermal- and solutal-induced buoyancy forces is described. A numerical model based on the 
Finite Element Method (FEM) is proposed. The results of numerical analysis are presented 
and discussed.

Introduction

It is obvious that natural convection appears in many situations, especially in 
heat and mass transfer processes. This process is driven by density changes caused 
by température and soluté concentration. In nonisothermal Systems with a solvent 
and soluté, the interaction of natural heat convection with mass transport leads to 
a complex flow and transport phenomenon called double diffusive convection 
[1-4].

It can be found in many natural Systems and engineering applications. Many 
theoretical and numerical works on the phenomenon hâve been performed. The 
analysis of similarities for natural convective flows caused by coupled buoyancy 
effects of thermal and mass diffusion was done by Gebhart and Pera [5]. The nu
merical investigation of heat and mass convections caused by both aiding and op- 
posing buoyancy forces was performed by Mahajan and Angirasa [6]. A numerical 
study was also conducted by Sripada and Angirasa [7] to investigate the unsteady 
flows driven by heat and soluté diffusion.

The paper deals with the mathematical modeling and numerical solution 
of double diffusive convection in a square cavity filled with fluid. The considered 
process is nonisothermal. Initially, a layer filled with warm salt water lies 
above a region containing cold fresh water. The line of division is horizontal and 
sharp. It divides the whole area into two identical parts. In such a system, one can 
observe the phenomenon called Rayleigh-Taylor instability. This is a kind of inter
face instability between two fluids of different densities [8].
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1. Mathematical model

Let us consider a two-dimensional, square cavity filled with fluids of different 
properties (Fig. 1). There is cold fresh water in the lower part of the area and 
a warm solution containing salt in the upper one.

Wann, salt water 
Ttf = O,ł,>)=rł(x.>ł 
S(t = O.Jt,y)=S„(.r,>) 
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i.-0. Initial interface position <?-=0.
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Fig. 1. Square cavity with initial and boundary conditions

The basie governing équations used in this simulation are energy conservation 
(1), soluté concentration in a salt-water solution (2), momentům balance (3) and 
mass balance (4):

div(/iVT) = p u
d.v dy

Aï

dt

div(pV S) = dS dSu----- 1- v —
dx dy

dS+ — 
dt

(1)

(2)

div(/Nu)-^~ + pgxßT (T - Tref )+ pg xßs (s - Sref )= p ii + A + 
dx dx dy dt

div(/Nv) dp , a P r a ic c \ dv ' dv ' dv3- + PP V Pt d - Tref r PS vP S \S~Sret )-P U PP + V PP + PP
(3)

dít dv— + — = 0 
dx dy

(4)

where: T [K] is the température, S [-] - concentration of sodium chloride, t [s] - 
time, 2 [W/(mK)] - coefficient of thermal conductivity, p [kg/m3] - density,
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cp [J/(kgK)] - spécifie heat, D [m2/s] - diffusion coefficient, u, v[m/s] - components 
of the velocity vector, x, y [m] - components of the position vector, p [Pa] - pres
sure, p [kg/(ms)] - dynamie viscosity, gx, gY [m/s2] - components of the gravitational 
accélération vector, ßT [K-1] - coefficient of the volumétrie thermal expansion, 
T,.^- [K] - reference température, ßs [-] - coefficient of the volumétrie solutal expan
sion, and Sref [-] - reference concentration.

The appropriate boundary and initial conditions supplément the mathematical 
model. They are shown in Figure 1. Heat flux qT, soluté flux qs as well as u and 
v components equal zero at the cavity boundaries.

2. Numerical example

Initially the upper part of the cavity is filled with a solution of water and 1% 
NaCl (Fig. 2). The température of this fluid equals 308 K. The lower part contains 
fresh water with a température of 278 K.

Fig. 2. Initial température and concentration used in calculations

The material properties such as density, spécifie heat, etc., are the same in fresh 
and sait water. Double convection is driven by appropriate values of ßT and ßs. The 
values of the material properties used in the calculations are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Material properties of water

Property Value Property Value

P 1000 Sy -9.81

cp 4200 ßr 2.7- nr1

Â 0.563 ßs -0.7
D 5.145-10“9 Tríf 278

P 8.7-10-4 Sr.f 0
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A computer program using the finite element method has been madę on the ba
sis of theoretical assumptions. A triangulär mesh is created with the use of 
a GMSH generator. It contains 108291 nodes. The évolution of the Rayleigh- 
-Taylor instability is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Température and concentration of sodium chloride NaCl after t = 3.52, t = 5.27, 
t = 6.86 s
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Interface instability can be observed immediately after starting the calculations. 
Small perturbances grow and destabilize the interface. Sait water forms downward- 
moving irregularities which magnify into sets of Rayleigh-Taylor fingers. One can 
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compare the rate of heat and soluté diffusion driven by different values of diffusivi
ty coefficients.

Conclusions

The presented mathematical model can be used as the basis of any double- 
diffusive system. The computer program made with use of the finite element 
method is the base of further work which will focus on modelling the solidification 
of binary alloys with double diffusive convection.
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